The present study investigates the differences in the dielectric properties of normal and cancerous tissues of human lungs in vitro to extract the characteristic parameters from impedance spectra and provide some reference data for the impedance measurement of human lung cancer in vitro. Specimens were obtained from operation patients with lung cancer. The impedance spectra of the specimens were measured from 100 Hz to 100 MHz. The air filling factor F is defined for describing pulmonary air content. The results show that the dielectric properties of normal tissue decrease with increasing F. The relative permittivity of cancerous tissue is 1.2-3 times larger than that of normal tissue with F = 0.1781. The conductivity of cancerous tissue is 1.6-2 times larger than that of normal tissue and there is a significant difference in their impedance spectra. The results show that the differences in the dielectric properties and impedance spectra of normal and cancerous tissues are significant, providing basic data for the impedance measurement of human lung cancer in vitro.
Introduction
Impedance spectroscopy, which measures the complex impedance of biological tissue over a range of frequencies, is an important biophysical property for estimating the status of human lung tissue. Previous study showed that lung cancer has the highest morbidity and mortality among all malignant tumors [1] . The early detection of lung cancer plays a leading role in reducing the mortality rate. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) has received research interest for the clinical diagnosis of lung cancers due to its safety, noninvasiveness, and low cost [2] .
The dielectric property of biological tissue is a basic biophysical parameter. Epstein et al. [3] studied the dielectric properties of dog skeletal muscle in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 100 MHz. Other study investigated the dielectric properties of dog brain tissue [4] . Based on previous studies, research [5] [6] [7] studied the dielectric properties of goat tissue from 10 Hz to 20 GHz. Based on animal tissue research, Gabriel et al. measured the dielectric properties of fresh human corpse tissue and established the corresponding parametric models. The models were used to estimate the dielectric properties of 55 kinds of human tissues in the range of 10 Hz to 100 GHz by the Italian Institute for Applied Physics [8] . Studies on the dielectric properties of diseased tissue have also been conducted including normal and diseased dog spleen tissues, cancerous liver tissue and cancerous breast tissue [9] [10] [11] . However, the dielectric properties of cancerous human lung tissue have not yet been measured. Establishing a mathematical model of biological tissues is important for studying the dielectric properties of biological tissues. Bernstein et al. proposed cell membrane theory, which states that the cell membrane is the main reason for tissue electrical impedance reduction with increasing frequency. Philippson proposed the resistance-capacitance model for biological tissues to explain the above phenomena. Cole and Cole proposed the equivalent circuit model of biological tissue and Cole-Cole theory. Other study [12] proposed frequency dispersion theory, which states that the dielectric properties of biological tissue have three frequency domains of relaxation. The Debye model, a simplified Cole-Cole model, has been proposed [13] .
The present study aims to provide some reference data for human lung tissue dielectric properties research and EIT measurement by estimating the difference in the dielectric properties of normal and cancerous tissues in vitro. The specimens in previous studies on dielectric properties were mostly animals or fresh human corpses, with very few studies using human lung tissue. In order to get some basic data on the dielectric properties of human lung tissue, the present study used a system for measuring human lung tissue in vitro, extracted the characteristic parameters from the impedance spectra of the lung tissue, and investigated the differences in the dielectric properties of normal and cancerous tissues. The mass and impedance spectroscopy measurements of the specimens were completed within 30 min after the removal of the tissue from the body.
Materials and methods

Materials
In this study, human lung tissue specimens from 109 patients (age: 61.41 ± 9.96 years; 71 male, 38 female) in the General Hospital of Tianjin Medical University who had surgery to remove a cancerous lung tumor were used. For each patient, specimens of the cancerous tumor and normal tissue around the tumor were pruned according to the shape of the test box. The specimen mass was measured. Both measurements the mass and the impedance spectroscopy of the specimen were completed within 30 minutes after the tissue removal from body. Histological analysis of the specimens was carried out after the impedance spectroscopy measurement in order to confirm cancerous tissue. Data from specimens from 91 cancer patients were used in this study. The experiment was approved by the ethics committee of General Hospital of Tianjin Medical University. 
Experimental setup
The impedance measurement system, shown in Fig. 1(a) , includes an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, manufactured by Agilent Technologies of America), an adaptor (Agilent 42942A), a fixture (Agilent 16092A), a test box ( Fig. 1(b) ), and a personal computer. The impedance analyzer was connected to the personal computer via the GPIB bus. The impedances of the specimens were measured at 31 logarithmic increasing frequency points from 100 Hz to 100 MHz. The temperature was controlled at 37 °C and the relative humidity was controlled at above 90% during the experiment to maintain the activity of measured tissues.
Data processing
In principle, the dielectric properties (relative permittivity r  and conductivity  ) of human lung tissue can be calculated from the measured complex impedance (series resistance R and series reactance X) using:
where G and C are the parallel conductance and capacitance, respectively, f is the frequency, d and S are the length and cross-sectional area of the test box, respectively, and 0  is the dielectric constant of free space ( = 8.85419 × 10 -12 F/m).
In practice, the impedance measurement of human lung tissue in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz is affected by the electrode polarization and the distributed capacitance of the measurement system, which become apparent at the lower and higher ends of the frequency range under consideration. Thus, the measured complex impedance is given by
Z is the electrode impedance caused by the electrode polarization, which decreases with increasing f or S. Cell constant K was determined by measurements on normal saline solution (0.09% NaCl solution, 22 °C ). As the solution is a pure resistive medium, its resistance R was obtained by extending the measurement results between 100 Hz and 100 MHz to the real axis (Fig. 2) . K was then calculated from
.  and r  were calculated from Z .
Nopp et al. [14] made dielectric measurements on the excised lungs of slaughtered calves in the frequency range of 5 Hz to 100 Hz. They found that the conductivity  and relative permittivity r  decreased with increasing lung air content. They defined a filling factor F as the ratio of air volume a V to lung tissue volume c V :
where m is the specimen mass and V is the volume of the test box. Equation (5) assumes that the mass density of lung tissue is close to that of water (1 g/cm 3 ) [15] . The decrease of conductivity and relative permittivity was explained by the thinning of the alveolar walls as well as the deformation of the epithelial cells and blood vessels through the expansion of the alveoli. 
Data statistical analysis
A nonparametric test can be used to compare data which is not Gaussian-distributed or contains outliers [16] . Generally, the Wilcoxon rank sum test based on the Mann-Whitney statistic is used for a two-sample comparison, and the KruskalWallis test is used for a simultaneous comparison of three or more samples. Therefore, in order to test whether the 91 specimens' impedances originated from the same distribution, the conductivities were considered as observations and then the comparisons among the independent specimens were made at each sampling frequency point using the Kruskal-Wallis test (significance level  = 0.05). Comparisons between cancerous and normal lung tissues were evaluated using the t-test. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 18.0 (Statistical Product and Service Solutions Version 18.0, IBM of America).
Extraction of impedance characteristic parameter
In biological media, there are three typical frequency domains of relaxation, namely low ( < 10 3 Hz), medium (10 3 -10 8 Hz), and high ( > 10 9 Hz), referred to as  ,  , and  relaxation, respectively [12] . Cole and Cole proposed the Cole-Cole model to describe the frequency-dependent behavior of relative permittivity r  and conductivity  . Each frequency domain of relaxation can be described by a simple first-order approximation with a time constant  :
where 0 R and R  are the resistance values at frequencies of 0 and ∞, respectively.  is a constant value of between 0 and 1, and  is the angular frequency of the measurement signal [17] . The characteristic frequency ( c f ) can be calculated as:
The plot of the imaginary part of impedance versus the real part is an arc of circumference. Generally, 0 R , R  ,  , and c f are the characteristic parameters of impedance spectra, representing the spectroscopic properties of biological tissues. The characteristic parameters were extracted using the least-squares curve fitting method based on the Cole-Cole model [18] . The least-squares error function between the measured impedance points ( , ) i i x y at various frequencies (where i = 1, 2, …, N; N is the number of measurement frequency points) and the fitting circle (center 0 0 ( , )
x y and radius r) is: 
In order to obtain the optimal parameters (a, b, and c), let: and radius r can be calculated from the optimal parameters (a, b, and c):
The characteristic parameters ( 0 R , R  ,  , and  ) can be calculated analytically from center 0 0 ( , )
x y , radius r, and the measured points ( , ) i i x y as:
Results
The Kruskal-Wallis test resulted in p > 0.05 at each sampling frequency point, which proves that the 91 lung tissue specimens' impedances originated from the same distribution.
Relationship between dielectric properties and filling factor F of normal tissues
In this study, the mass m of a specimen was measured before the impedance measurement and the corresponding filling factors F were calculated using Eq. (5). Table 1 shows typical values of m and F. There is no complete alveolar structure in cancerous tissue, and therefore the effects of lung air content on the dielectric properties of cancerous tissues are ignored. Typical results of relative permittivity r  and conductivity  for f = 100 kHz are presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , respectively, which indicate that  and r  decrease with increasing F. In Fig. 3 , each point represents the mean value of relative permittivity or conductivity for a given filling factor. Roughly,  varies with 5 1 F and r  varies with 4 1 F . The fit in Fig. 3(a) does not represent the experimental data well, which is most probably due to fewer measurement data at high F values. Figure 3 shows that relative permittivity r  and conductivity  for f = 100 kHz is not a constant, but a function of filling factor F. The sharp drop of relative permittivity r  and conductivity  at low filling factors (F < 0.5) is caused by the increase of lung air content. However, at high filling factors (F > 0.5), this drop is less significant. Thus, it is reasonable to compare the dielectric properties among different specimens with a given filling factor. shows that biological tissue has one frequency domain of relaxation. Figure 4 (b) shows that biological tissue has two frequency domains of relaxation. There are seven independent parameters, namely . Figure 5 shows typical fitted curves from measured impedance data of normal tissue with F = 0.1781 (m = 0.8 g) and cancerous tissue for a given patient in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz. According to the fitted curves in Fig. 5 , normal tissue has two frequency domains of relaxation and cancerous tissue has only one frequency domain of relaxation. In Fig. 5 , the complex impedance loci of tissues are plotted on the Nyquist plane. R and X represent the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, respectively. The fitting curves are in good agreement with the measured data in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz. Tables 2 and 3 list the characteristic parameters extracted from the impedance spectra of normal and cancerous tissues, respectively. 
Parametric models for impedance spectroscopy of human lung tissues
Comparisons of dielectric properties of normal and cancerous tissues
The mean and standard deviation of the relative permittivity r  and conductivity  of cancerous and normal tissues adjacent to a tumor with F = 0.1781 (m = 0.8 g) are presented in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) , respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(a) , the mean values of relative permittivity r  of the two types of tissue decrease with increasing f. The relative permittivity r  drops sharply at low frequencies (f < 1 kHz). In the frequency range of 1 kHz to 1 MHz, relative permittivity r  shows a slow decrease and the difference between normal and cancerous tissues diminishes. However, the difference becomes more pronounced at high frequencies. The relative permittivity r  of cancerous tissue is 1.2-3 times larger than that of normal tissue. Figure 6 (b) shows that, there is an overall increase in conductivity  of the two types of tissue with increasing f. The conductivity  varies slightly at low frequencies. However, there is a significant increase for frequencies higher than 100 kHz. The conductivity of cancerous lung tissue (0.28-0.96 S/m) is higher than that of normal lung tissue (0.16-0.57 S/m).
As stated above, cancerous tissue has only one frequency domain of relaxation. In order to compare impedance characteristic parameters of normal tissue with those of cancerous tissue, the measured impedance data in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 MHz (one frequency domain of relaxation) were used for curve fitting, as shown in Fig. 7 . The fitting curves are in good agreement with the measured data in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 10 MHz and the impedance spectra of cancerous lung tissue moves apparently to low impedance direction. Table 4 lists the results of the fitting circle parameters (center 0 0 ( , )
x y and radius r). Table 5 shows the characteristic parameters ( 0 R , R  ,  ,  and c f ) extracted from the impedance spectra of normal lung tissues with F > 0.5 and those of the corresponding cancerous lung tissues. In order to determine whether the differences in the fitting circle parameters and characteristic parameters of the two types of tissue are statistically significant, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. If homogeneity of variance and a significant difference were noted, the t-test was further applied to verify the difference between the two types of tissue. All tests were bilateral, and the significance level was set at  = 0.05. The one-way ANOVA resulted in p > 0.05. The t-test results are shown in Tables 4 and 5. The differences in the fitting circle parameters of normal and cancerous lung tissues are statistically significant (p < 0.01). Although there are some structural differences, the two types of tissue have similar characteristic components. Among the characteristic parameters ( 0 R , R  ,  ,  and c f ), the difference in the low-frequency resistance ( 0 R ) between the two types of tissue is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Discussion
In order to overcome the drawbacks of previous studies on lung dielectric properties, such as the use of fresh human corpse lung materials, the lack of temperature and relative humidity control, the use of a single frequency or narrow frequency range, small numbers of lung samples, and ignorance of the effects of lung air content, a measurement system and its environmental control platform were built. A large number of cancerous and normal lung tissue specimens sampled from 109 operation patients with lung cancer were measured in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz. The measurements were performed under carefully controlled conditions with a stable temperature (37 °C ) and relative humidity (above 90%), which approach the environment in the body. A quantitative analysis of the relationship between the dielectric properties and the lung air content was conducted. The results show that many factors influence human lung dielectric properties.
Influence of measurement errors
The impedance measurement of human lung tissue specimens in the frequency range of 100 Hz to 100 MHz is affected by electrode polarization and the distributed capacitance of the measurement system, which becomes apparent at the lower and higher ends of the frequency range under consideration. No using shielding wire can reduce the effect of the distributed capacitance at high frequencies. An adapter and a fixture were used to connect the test box to the impedance analyzer in the measurement system. In addition, a platinum electrode with high conductivity can reduce electrodetissue contact impedance at low frequencies.
Influence of lung air content and comparison with previous studies
The dielectric properties change with the amount of air contained in the lung. The air content in a certain lung volume can be described by the filling factor F. The relative permittivity and the conductivity decrease with increasing F. Results for fresh human corpse lung inflated and deflated tissues were reported by the Italian Institute for Applied Physics [8] . The dielectric properties of normal lung tissue with the maximum filling factor F (m = 0.4g, F = 1.3562) were compared with those of fresh corpse lung inflated tissues and the dielectric properties of normal lung tissues with the minimum F (m = 0.9g, F = 0.0472) were compared with those of fresh corpse lung deflated tissues. As shown in Fig. 8 , the dielectric properties of normal human lung tissues with the maximum (minimum) filling factor F are consistent with fresh corpse lung inflated (deflated) tissues.
Conclusion
Under various carcinogenic factors, local tissue cells may lose their normal growth regulation on the genetic level and abnormally proliferate (clonal expansion) to form a neoplasm, which is known as a tumor. There are significant differences in the cell morphology, arrangement, and stromal cells between cancerous and normal lung tissues. Thus, their dielectric properties are different. The impedance spectra of cancerous lung tissue moves apparently to low impedance direction. In order to parameterize the impedance spectra properties and study the difference between cancerous and normal lung tissues, the characteristic parameters ( 0 R , R  ,  ,  and c f ) were extracted using the least-squares curve fitting method based on the Cole-Cole model. Among the characteristic parameters ( 0 R , R  ,  ,  and c f ), the difference in the low-frequency resistance ( 0 R ) between the two types of tissue is statistically significant. The difference is attributed to varying degrees of difference in the cell morphology and tissue structure between cancerous and normal lung tissue (referred to as atypia). This atypia mainly manifests at low-frequency resistance ( 0 R ) and the impedance spectra moves to low impedance direction. Thus, low-frequency resistance ( 0 R ) and the impedance spectra movement to low impedance direction can be regarded as quantitative indices for parameterizing the dielectric properties of normal and cancerous tissues of the human lung, and provide basic data for EIT measurements. The authors are planning to study the differences in the dielectric properties of various lung cancer types in the future.
